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Washington Public Power Supply System
Box 1223 Elma, Washington 98541 (206)482-4428

Docket 50-508

July 19, 1983
G03-83-567

,

Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
ATTN: Mr. G. W. Knighton, Chief
Licensing Branch No. 3
Division of Licensing
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D. C. 20555

Subject: NUCLEAR PROJECT 3
RESPONSES TO NRC QUESTIONS ON PIPE CLAMPS

Reference: a) Letter G. W. Knighton to R. L. Ferguson,
dated April 4, 1983

b) Letter #G03-83-476, G. D. Bouchey to
G. W. Knighton, dated June 15, 1983

Reference a) transmitted to the Supply System a set of seven requests
for additional information regarding the useage of ITT Grinnel pipe
clamps at WNP-3. Reference b) transmitted the Supply System responses
to all of these with the exception that a complete response was not
available for number 16a.

An update of the response to question 16a is included as an attach-
ment to this letter.

Should you have any questions or desire further clarification, the
Supply System point of contact for this matter is Mr. K. W. Cook,
Licensing Project Manager (206/482-4428, ext. #5436).

Sincerely,

or

h G. D. Bouchey, Manager
go Nuclear Safety and Licensing
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ATTACHMENT A...

NRC QUESTION 210.16(a)

Reference b provided responses to NRC Staff questions regarding
usage of ITT Grinnell pipe clamps (stiff clamps) at WNP-3.
As discussed, testing is in progress to evaluate clamp induced pipe
wall stresses.

Initial test results revealed stress levels in excess of code
allowables for the test conditions. In order to improve the local load
distribution and thereby reduce the localized pipe wall stresses, ITT Grinnell
has tested several exploratory modifications. These changes have included:

o Grinding of the clamp yoke to improve
contact between the stiff clamp
yoke and the pipe wall.

o Providing shims between the yoke and
pipe.

o Machined metal bosses welded to the
yoke which conform to the pipe wall
contour.

Preliminary evaluations of the results from these exploratory
tests have shown that the localized pipe wall stresses have been
reduced. Further testing is being conducted on the machined metal boss
modification to ensure that sufficient margin exists for all conditions
of pipe size, clamp frame size and hanger loading situations.

The Supply System is continuing to pursue a technically acceptable and cost
effective approach to reduction of the induced stresses. At this time, a
schedule for completion of these activities cannot be established, however,
the staff will be kept informed as to the progress of the program.


